AUDITOR
RSE-165
2-way component Kit

WHAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
• High power handling
• Direct headunit or amplifier system
• Adjustable Tweeter housing
• Phase plug: better sound dispersion

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

- Diameter: 6 1/2" (165mm)
- Voice coil diameter: 1" (25mm)
- "Silk Aluminium" tweeter cone
- Pre-wired crossover: 12dB/oct
- Max. power: 120W
- Nom. power: 60W RMS
- Sensitivity (2.83V/1m): 91.5dB
- Frequency response: 60Hz - 21kHz

Accessories: grilles, bindings and screws supplied

Butyl surround
High resistance

Polypropylene cone
Robustness and efficiency

Adjustable tweeter housing
Better staging adjustment
"Silk Aluminium" tweeter cone
Smootheness and precision
Phase plug
Better sound dispersion

Steel basket
Rigid and compact

ABS and Mesh grille
Sleek design and easy-to-install

1" (25mm) voice coil
Kapton former